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SLEEP on
a deal

CREATE
SOME
BUZZ

When you think
about how many
hours you spend
in bed, it makes
sense to invest
in good bedding.
Luckily, that shouldn’t cost nearly as much
as you think. Brooklinen is an e-commerce
brand that delivers hotel-quality bed sheets
without the inflated prices by eliminating
the middlemen and retail outlet costs.

Protecting
pollinators is
necessary to
ensure healthy
ecosystems and maintain food production.
Help them by choosing plants that provide
habitats for bees, butterflies, hummingbirds
and more. The experts at Troy’s Garden
Nursery can help you.
TROY’S GARDEN NURSERY

BROOKLINEN Brooklyn, NY,

Bedford, NY, troysnurseries.com

brooklinen.com

splurge
on a
couture
candle

France’s oldest
candle manufacturer (which
provided candles to the French Royal Court)
has moved into our neck of the woods!
Historic Cire Trudon was founded in 1643
and still maintains their candle production in
Normandy. Try Ernesto (leather and tobacco)
and Abd El Kader (Moroccan mint tea).

GRILL out in
living color

Now even serious charcoalgrilling purists can put a splash
of color in their lives with the
Caliber Pro Kamado Charcoal
Grill & Smoker, shown
here in turquoise.
ALBANO APPLIANCE & Service
Pound Ridge, NY, albanoappliance.com

Although generally known for its handblown glass, Simon Pearce now has a
warmer, earthier medium. Each of Andrew
Pearce’s distinctive bowls is cut from a wood
block to highlight the natural curves and
unique grain patterns and then hand finished. Available in black walnut and cherry.

JULISKA

SIMON PEARCE Greenwich, CT,

Stamford, CT, juliska.com

simonpearce.com

learn to
COOK IN
STYLE

Take a customdesigned kitchen
for a test drive
at one of Julia
Deane’s intimate, interactive cooking classes (options
include Mexican cuisine and fine dining),
which take place in the beautiful showrooms of Deane, Inc.
CULINARY WORKS
New Canaan and Stamford, CT,
culinaryworks.com
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Go with the grain

january/february 2016

create
calm
with
soothing
colors

Pantone has
announced two
Colors of the
Year for 2016, Serenity and Rose Quartz.
Pantone’s line of interior paints are
manufactured by Valspar, available
exclusively at Lowe’s.
PANTONE
pantone.com

GET
FIRED UP

Take full advantage of the
shoulder seasons
in the Northeast and add an
outdoor fireplace
and living area to your backyard. The fullservice architects at Hoffman Landscapes
can design and build exactly that kind of
space, or any variety of firepits.
HOFFMAN LANDSCAPES
Wilton, CT, hoffmanlandscapes.com

